NEWS FROM NEW YORK
MECHANICAL GHOSTS

From the first vocal synthesizer to kinetic art and new audio, visual and biometric technologies, two exhibitions expose the relationships (and interfaces) that persist between machines and human perception.

Each exhibition piece is contextualized within the development of other seminal artworks under the influence of new media. On beyond phonics and into mechanics and optics, we find the kinetic sculptures of Jean Tinguely and an entire floor dedicated to 1960s op art, with its calculated geometries creating the rather disorienting illusion of movement or (infinite) depth.

But the op art piece de resistance is no doubt Robert Breer's Phoats, which premiered at the World Fair in Osaka in 1970: two smooth, white cylinders, standing on the floor like two halves of a giant capsule. At first sight, they appear to be modern sculptures, immobile, abstract and conceptual. But upon closer observation, we notice that each piece moves independently and randomly, almost imperceptibly. The troubling truth is that these "floating" cylinders, perennially adrift, are absolutely unpredictable.

Such is the trend of these new artworks that tease our perception, whose conception has evolved from empirical to digital. More recently, it's the juxtaposition of media, combined with the confusion of styles, that disorients and intrigues. Among the New Museum's selection of trompe l'oeil experiments, two in particular literally jumped off the screen: Seth Price's Untitled Film Right (2006) consists of a silent six-minute corporate video loop of ocean waves in slow-motion close-up, which the artist colored and converted into 16 millimeter film. The result, reminiscent of vintage experimental film where the source material is almost unrecognizable, is projected onto a transparent screen suspended in a narrow corridor in a corner of the gallery, to the hypnotic, buzzing soundtrack of the antique film projector. In an annex exhibition on the ground floor dedicated to holograms made by artists, Ed Ruscha's The End (1998) recreates in dynamic depth the granulated texture of film "rolling" according to the angle of view, alternating the words "the" and "end".

On the other side of Manhattan, in the Reforms gallery in Chelsea, Mexican artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer's exhibition somberly echoes the New Museum's mechanical ghosts. His piece, Array presents itself like a carnival game disguised as a mural artwork for a techno-cosmopolitan salon. Like an audio-visual update of the recorder with autonomy encoding, this formidable machine with the intercom interface reproduces, translates into light signals and remixes into a cloud of sound the voice of each person who dares to confide his or her vocal improvisations, intelligible or not.

But the artist's most troubling, if not most moving, work resides in the adjoining entrance of the gallery. Titled Last Breath, it's a biometric portrait of the Cuban singer Cheo Feliciano. The robotic installation is designed to measure, record and indefinitely circulate the individual respiration of a human being, between the mechanical bellows and a brown paper bag. The robot "breathes" 10,000 times a day, representing the typical frequency of an adult at rest, and "sniffs" 138 times in the same period, wherein the physical rustlings effectively simulate the rhythmic cycle of human respiration. But will this external pacemaker for a paper lung only truly come to life once its living model has expired its titular last breath?

FURTHER INFORMATION:
New Museum: www.newmuseum.org
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer: www.rlozano-hemmer.com
Cheo Feliciano: www.cheofeliciano.com
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